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ABSTRACT
Geologic and alteration mapping, rotary drilling (over 2700 m in10 holes, >50%
of intervals anomalous in gold and/or pathfinder elements), radiolarian biostratigraphy, and exploration geochemistry (grid rock, soil, and drill cuttings) of the Double
Mountain prospect finds multiple gold anomalies within a 64 square kilometer area.
The prospect is about 100 km northeast of Elko, Nevada and 16 km east of the Jerritt
Canyon gold deposit. The gold anomalies are enclosed by larger coincident anomalies
of arsenic, mercury, antimony, vanadium, molybdenum, and zinc. The host rocks are
pervasively hydrothermally altered Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. The most intense
alteration is at intersections of northeast structures with east-west and northwest
high-angle structures and low-angle thrust faults.
The Paleozoic stratigraphy exposed in the Double Mountain area is part of the
overthrust (upper-plate) rocks of the Roberts Mountains allochthon (RMA) and consists of quartzite, fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, and chert that can be assigned to
the stratigraphic units observed in other parts of the RMA. The most common rock
type in the Vinini Formation is a coarse grained quartzite which is locally overlain by
thinly bedded micaceous siltstone and fine-grained sandstone of the Elder Formation.
Locally, a thin, variably-colored chert, the Early Silurian Cherry Spring chert, separates the Elder Sandstone from underlying Vinini Formation. The stratigraphically
youngest unit consists of one or more chert intervals assigned to the Slaven Chert.
Radiolarian biostratigraphic data indicate a late-Early to early Late Devonian age for
stratigraphically uppermost chert interval. Identified radiolarians include: Helenifore laticlavium, Trilonche sp., and Ceratiokiscum sp.
Drill hole DMR-10 (90 degrees, 595 m;1.5 m sample intervals), drilled in the
southern part of the study area, penetrated 302 m of intensely altered quartzite, siltstone, and minor chert of the Vinini Formation before intersecting silicified and decalcified siltstone/mudstone interpreted to be autochthonous Roberts Mountain
Formation. Tertiary rocks postdate gold mineralization and include minor prevolcanic sediments, lithic-rich surge deposits, shale, and air fall tuffs. An extensive Tertiary crystal-rich welded rhyolite ash flow tuff, assigned to the Jarbidge Rhyolite, is the
uppermost rock unit.
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INTRODUCTION
This study describes the surface geology, limited subsurface geology, hydrothermal alteration, and gold mineralization
in over a 64 square kilometer area in Gold Resources of
Nevada’s (GRN) Double Mountain prospect, northern Adobe
Range, Nevada. Pervasive hydrothermal alteration and multiple
gold anomalies are found throughout the area and anomalous
gold values are in over half of the exploration-drill samples.
Drill hole DMR-10 encountered strongly hydrothermally
altered probable Robert Mountains Formation rocks, favorable
gold mineralization host rocks, at 302 m in the southern part of
the map area.
Data presented herein consist of structural, stratigraphic,
and sedimentologic observations and measurements made by
the first author while mapping the region at a scale of 1:12,000.
Over 1500 samples were collected for geochemical analysis,
additional samples were collected for sedimentologic analysis,
and chert samples were collected for radiolarian biostratigraphic
analysis. The results of 2778 meters of reverse-circulation
exploration drilling are also reported, which along with surface
sampling show that a large volume of rock in the Double
Mountain area has undergone alteration and contains anomalous gold. In addition, these data demonstrate that mapping
within the Paleozoic Roberts Mountains allochthon (RMA) is
possible, particularly when aided by biostratigraphy. Prior to
this study, RMA strata were mapped simply as undifferentiated
Ordovician through Devonian western facies (Coats, 1987).
Numerous structures including thrusts and high-angle normal
faults, are apparent as a result of the mapping (Fig. 2), and
upper plate (RMA) thickness is determined locally.

additional Paleozoic and Mesozoic stratigraphy (Ketner and
Ross, 1990). Locally in the Coal Mine Basin quadrangle, near
the Garamendi mine, flat-lying and mildly deformed upper
Paleozoic marine siltstones stratigraphically overlie tightly
folded RMA strata indicating that much of the structural fabric
observed in the RMA is pre-Permian (Ketner and Ross, 1990).
Tertiary high-angle faults with both dip-slip and local strike-slip
movement cross-cut both the older RMA structures and Tertiary
strata. Tertiary structures are discussed in greater detail herein.
Prior Mining and Prospecting Activities
Prospecting activity in the Double Mountain study area
was minor prior to the current study. In the northwestern part of
the map area (Fig. 2; NW1/4 of Section 31, T41N, R56E), several claims were maintained by Independence Mining Company. Several prospecting trenches and at least two drill holes
have explored an upper thrust sheet in altered upper plate
(RMA) rocks. This thrust plate is structurally about 150 to 300
m above the stratigraphic section in the vicinity of East-West
Canyon.
Two other areas of minor prospect trenches occur in the
NE1/4NE1/4, Section 4, T40N, R56E and the NW1/4SW1/4, Section 5, T40N, R56E, which apparently explored bedded barite
deposits. A shallow drill hole in the NW1/4SE1/4, Section 21,

Regional geology
The Double Mountain prospect is located about 100 km
northeast of Elko, Nevada in the northern Adobe Range and
directly south of the topographic feature known as Double
Mountain (Fig. 1). The prospect area is about 16 km east of the
Jerritt Canyon gold deposit in the northern Independence
Mountains. The rocks of the Double Mountain area consist of
Paleozoic basinal strata of the Roberts Mountains allochthon
(RMA) and superjacent Tertiary volcanic rocks. RMA is interpreted to be parautochthonous, showing a strong Laurentian
affinity (Finney, 1998). Fine-grained siliclastics, chert, and
minor limestone were deposited on the trailing margin of western North America during Cambrian through Devonian time,
and subsequently transported eastward and onto the carbonate
platform during the Antler Orogeny (Nilson and Stewart, 1980).
Rocks of the Double Mountain area record at least two
pulses of deformation; pre-Carboniferous contractional deformation resulted in folded and imbricately faulted RMA chert,
shale, and quartzite that presently strike north to northeast. The
Coal Mine Basin 7.5′ quadrangle, located ~20 km south of
Double Mountain, exposes the same stratigraphic sequence plus

Figure 1. Location map of the Double Mountain prospect area, Elko
County, Nevada.
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the Double Mountain prospect area Elko County, Nevada. Map symbols follow general USGS
guidelines (Hansen, 1991).
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T40N, R56E explored a bedded barite outcrop. Chloride Exploration drilled two assessment holes in the area prior to 1993.
The nearest gold mining operation is in the Independence
Range less than 16 km west of the Double Mountain study area.
Since initial exploration began in 1973, exploration efforts in
the northern Independence Range have delineated mineable
reserves of greater than 6.5 million ounces of gold in multiple
deposits within a 125 square mile claim block area.
STRATIGRAPHY
Paleozoic rocks
Vinini Formation (Ordovician). Quartzite, siltstone, and
shale assigned to the Ordovician Vinini Formation volumetrically represent over half of the pre-Tertiary exposures in the
Double Mountain area. Quartzite, in particular, is the most
prominent and commonly occurring pre-Tertiary lithology,
forming ridges and blocks in the highest elevations of the map
area. It is a fine- to coarse-grained quartz-cemented sandstone
that is mottled light- to medium-gray, and locally dark-gray and
reddish and yellowish brown. The quartz grains are well-sorted
in any given bed, although larger clasts (rock fragments) occur
rarely. In exposures where stratigraphic polarity is apparent, the
quartzite becomes better sorted, more quartz-rich, and finer
grained up-section.
The finer grained components assigned to the Vinini
Formation are rarely exposed and are recognized largely on the
basis of float and subsurface data. They are shale and siltstone
that vary in color from tan to brown on the fresh surface and
commonly weather into small light-colored plates or chips.
Lithologically, they are a good match to Vinini Formation exposures occurring 16 km south in the Coal Mine Basin quadrangle
(Ketner and Ross, 1990). At this time, no graptolites have been
found to confirm that these fine-grained rocks are, in fact, Vinini
Formation. Such poorly exposed areas are likely to also contain
strata of Silurian or Devonian age that may be equivalent to the
Elder Sandstone but are indistinguishable due to poor exposure,
lithologic similarity, and lack of age control. For this reason, all
of the Vinini Formation exposures are included in the area
mapped as undifferentiated Ordovician-Silurian (Fig. 2).
The lower contact of the quartzite is not exposed in the
map area and minimum thickness is difficult to estimate
because of folding and faulting. About 100 m of nearly horizontally bedded quartzite is exposed in the Green Spring and Chaos
Canyon area of the southern part of the map area. Structural and
stratigraphic relationships in the nearby Independence Range,
about 16 km east of the Double Mountain area, suggest that
regionally the lower contact may be with a major low-angle
thrust. (Coats, 1987; Lapointe and others, 1991). The upper
contact, wherever exposed, appears to be structural against siliceous mudstone and barite-bearing chert of the Slaven Chert.
The quartzite near the upper contact is typically fine sand grading into silt that tends to form subdued slopes and a regolith

composed of platy fragments. This fine-grained rock type is
common along the southern flanks of Elephant Mountain in
Sections 4 and 5.
Cherry Spring chert (informal unit of Noble et al., 1997).
Medium to thick-bedded varicolored chert crops out in two
small exposures in the northern part of the map area. The chert
is lithologically distinct from other local chert localities, being
thicker bedded, more colorful, and containing oxidized sulfide
nodules. The color ranges from bright green, gray, white, or
orange, and a strong iron staining is commonly observed. Bedding surfaces are commonly knobbed and undulatory. Beds rich
in oxidized 1 mm-diameter sulfide nodules occur locally; a feature characteristic and specifically diagnostic of the Cherry
Spring chert in the northern Adobe Range. The Cherry Spring
chert contains Llandovarian age (Early Silurian) radiolarians
and graptolites to the south in the Coal Mine Basin quadrangle
(Noble et al, 1997). No fossils were recovered from the varicolored chert exposures near Double Mountain, yet the distinctive
lithology provides a confident assignment of these exposures to
the Cherry Spring chert.
Elder Sandstone. Two poorly exposed areas of micaceous
siltstone to fine-grained sandstone in the northern part of the
map area are assigned to the Elder Sandstone on the basis of
lithology. These areas are distinct from siltstone assigned to the
Vinini Formation by both color and micaceous component. It is
possible that this unit is more widespread and lithologically variable in the map area but has gone unrecognized due to lack of
exposure, lack of age control, and similarity to siltstones of the
Vinini Formation (Fig. 2).
An Early Silurian (Wenlockian)-Early Devonian age for
the Elder Formation has been established from composite data
collected to the south in the Coal Mine Basin 7.5′ quadrangle
and to the west from the Independence range near Waterpipe
Canyon. Wenlockian (Early Silurian) monograptid and cyrtograptid graptolites have been observed by the second author
in the Coal Mine Basin quadrangle from the lowermost beds of
Elder Formation, overlying the Cherry Spring chert, and two
Early Silurian graptolite localities were reported from the Elder
Sandstone equivalent in the Coal Mine Basin quadrangle by
Ketner and Ross (1990). At a quarry exposure of Elder Formation in the Independence Range numerous specimens of graptolite M. herynicus were recovered by the second author
(identified by S. Finney, 1997 personal communication), providing a minimum upper age of early Devonian. On the basis of
extrapolation, Elder Sandstone exposed in the Double Mountain area is assigned a Silurian age, but may range into the earliest Devonian.
Slaven Chert. Thinly-bedded medium- to dark-gray chert
with thin interbeds of shale, siltstone, and barite and rare lenses
of medium-brown and -gray carbonate overlie Vinini Formation
quartzite in the study area. The chert ranges from medium yellow to reddish brown and light- to medium-green on the weathered surface, and is commonly gray on the fresh surface. The
chert is thin to medium bedded with thin (1–3 mm) intervening
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shale partings. Dark-gray medium-bedded barite is found
interbedded with chert about 300 m southeast of Elephant
Mountain and this horizon is tentatively correlated with a lithologically similar horizon about 1,000 m north of Green Spring
in the southern study area near the mouth of Chaos Canyon, and
is lithologically similar to Devonian age bedded barite and chert
observed by the second author in the Independence Range to
the west.
Many outcrops are highly deformed, exhibiting strong
fracturing, boudined chert beds, low-angle slickensides, and
fault breccia. Minor folds (meter-scale) are more abundant in
the chert than in the adjacent quartzite. At least two thrust
faults preferentially follow the base of the chert beds. The
upper contact is not exposed or is cut off by thrusting in the
map area and the lower contact is with fine-sand and silt of the
underlying quartzite of the Vinini Formation. At least 30 m of
nearly horizontally bedded chert crops out in the central part
of the map area and as much as 120 m is exposed in the northwestern map area.
Radiolarian biostratigraphic data indicate a late-Early to
early-Late Devonian (Emsian-Frasnian) age for the stratigraphically uppermost chert interval. Identifiable radiolarians were
recovered from 5 of the 8 chert samples processed. Three of
these samples yielded a general age of Devonian age based on
the presence of Trilonche sp. and Ceratiokiscum sp. Two samples yielded Helenifore laticlavium in addition to Trilonche sp.
and Ceratiokiscum sp. Specimens of H. laticlavium characteristically lack patagium and resemble a simple crochet hook, similar to specimens recovered from the New England orogen of
New South Wales, Australia (Stratford and Aitchison, 1997)
The Emisan-Frasnian age is based on the known range of
Helenifore laticlavium from the New England orogen, however
the assemblage bears some resemblance to the Durahelenifore
assemblage of early Frasnian age from the northern Shoshone
Range, Nevada (Boundy-Saunders et al., 1999)

breccia deposit and below a voluminous rhyolite ash-flow tuff.
The most common lithic fragments in the surge deposits are
very similar in composition to the overlying rhyolite ash flow
tuff. The planar beds vary from several cm to about 1 m thick
and most dip orientations are probably depositional and not tectonic. Similar deposits are mapped as Miocene Humbolt Formation about 30 km south of the Double Mountain prospect in the
Coal Mine Basin area of the northern Adobe Range (Ketner and
Ross, 1990).
Jarbidge Rhyolite. A light pinkish gray and light- to
medium-brown welded crystal-vitric to vitric-crystal rhyolite
ash-flow tuff is the most abundant unit in the map area. Locally
the tuff is up to 200 m thick and dark-gray discontinuous vitrophyres (a basal vitrophyre and another within the tuff) suggested that it might be a composite sheet rather than an
individual flow. Phenocrysts, up to 25 percent, are sanidine,
quartz, plagioclase, biotite, hornblende, and trace fayalite and
clinopyroxene. Accidental-lithic fragments are rare in most outcrops. Locally abundant, flattened pumice forms a eutaxitic texture. The tuff is postmineralization and may correlate with one
of the Jarbidge Rhyolites described in the northern Independence Range (Coats, 1987; Ketner and Ross, 1990) or outcrops
about 30 km south of the Double Mountain prospect in the Coal
Mine Basin area of the northern Adobe Range (Ketner and
Ross, 1990).
Undifferentiated surficial sedimentary deposits. These
deposits include unconsolidated and calichified pediment sands
and gravels, elevated terrace sediments, and colluvium that
underlie dissected terraces, older stream sediments and flood
plain deposits, and stream channel deposits of sand and gravel.
They are interpreted be Quaternary age, or possibly as old as
Tertiary, based on equivalents mapped on the Elko County map
(Coats, 1987)

Tertiary and Quaternary deposits

Greenstone. Two unmapped very small premineralization
moderately to strongly hydrothermally altered porphyritic
igneous rocks of possible andesite composition outcrop in the
map area (NE1/4NE1/4 of Section 5 and the NW1/4SW1/4 of Section 4, T40N, R56E). Both are locally vesicular, altered to a
dark greenish gray, have porphyritic textures, and contain 5 to
10 percent phenocrysts of plagioclase feldspar (up to 5 mm)
and altered opaque minerals in an aphanitic groundmass. The
northern outcrop, near the top of Elephant Mountain, is anomalous in gold and pathfinder elements and is most likely a Tertiary dike. The southern-most outcrop is closely associated with
a bedded barite occurrence and could be a Paleozoic greenstone
within the RMA sequence.

Tuff, tuff-breccia, and prevolcanic sedimentary deposits.
Tuff and matrix supported lithic-tuff breccia crops out in the
west-central and southern parts of the map area and is locally
up to 12 m thick. Locally in the Green Springs area the mapped
unit includes below the tuff a discontinuous, pre-volcanic
quartzite-clast-conglomerate. The clasts are light- to dark-gray
chert, chalcedonic quartz, and rare quartzite fragments set in a
light- to medium-gray siliceous matrix. The weathered surfaces
are locally ferruginous and some outcrops may have undergone
weak hydrothermal alteration. The unsorted clasts range in size
from sand to about 3 cm with a mode of about 1 cm. An undifferentiated poorly sorted discontinuous quartzite conglomerate
outcrops beneath the tuff-breccia in the Green Spring area.
Humboldt Formation. Generally light-colored outcrops of
planar bedded, surge deposits interbedded with thin airfall tuff,
shale, and siltstone are stratigraphically above the lithic-tuff

Rocks of Uncertain Age

STRUCTURE
The Paleozoic strata are strongly deformed by Paleozoic
and possibly Mesozoic regional tectonism that predates miner-
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alization. About 20 km to the south of the current study in the
Coal Mine Basin area, Ketner and Ross (1990) mapped folds
and thrust faults involving Mesozoic as well as Paleozoic strata.
In the Double Mountain study area (current paper), structures
include folds, low-angle thrust faults, high-angle reverse and
less abundant normal faults, but no Mesozoic rocks are
mapped. Postmineralization structures include abundant
northerly-oriented, high-angle fractures showing little displacement, and are probably Tertiary age.

Folds
Several broad northeast-striking anticlines and corresponding synclines fold bedded Paleozoic chert, quartzite, and thrust
fault-related fault breccias. Minor generally northeast-striking
folds and drag folds associated with reverse faults are common
in the chert beds. The axial planes of some folds may dip to the
northwest.
High-angle Faults

Thrust Faults
Three thrust faults dipping shallowly northwest, typically
less than 40 degrees, repeat the Paleozoic section in the map
area. The fault traces of the two northern thrusts in Sections 31
& 32, T41N, R56E and in Sections 4 & 5, T40N, R56E follows
bedded Slaven Chert. The third thrust and its upper plate in the
Green Springs area in Section 21, T40N, R56E cut across both
chert and quartzite horizons.
Fault breccias.
Mottled medium- to dark-gray and dark reddish brown
chert and less quartzite breccias are associated with the thrusts
and are locally abundant. Low-angle slickensides associated
with the thrusts are locally common. The chert clasts are predominant and derived from the Slaven Chert based on Devonian radiolarians. The clasts are typically the same lithology as
the adjacent wall rocks.
The largest outcrop is in the south-central map area where
the breccia is mapped as a layer, as thick as 60m, that overlies
adjacent bedded chert. The weathered breccia is medium to
dark reddish and yellowish brown in color and exhibits both
matrix and lesser clast-supported textures. The matrix is lightto medium-gray fine-grained silica. Quartz and lesser calcite
veinlets are common within clasts and locally small veins cut
the clasts and matrix. Alteration (indicated by oxidation colors)
affected most of the breccia, but some zones within the breccia
show very little evidence of hydrothermal activity and the
clasts are dark-gray to nearly black in color. The breccia is
interpreted to be a fault breccia. Its presence (unmapped) along
the thrust fault exposed along the southern flank of Elephant
Mountain suggests the breccia relates to that fault. Devonian
radiolarian assemblages, clast lithology and are very similar at
both locations.
Fault breccias are common as thin selvages, generally to
2 m thick, along abundant northeast-striking structures especially in the East-West Canyon area. The fault breccias are
apparently thicker where the abundant northeast-striking structures cross northwest- and EW-striking structures forming 6 to
15 m wide zones of fault breccia. These breccias are strongly
silicified on the slopes of the East-West Canyon in the northcentral map area and along the northerly-striking structures in
the Chaos Canyon area to the south.

High-angle reverse, normal, and possibly oblique or strikeslip faults are common in the map area and are most common in
the in Sections 4, 5, 8 and 9 in the East-West Canyon area of
the northern Double Mountain prospect. Most high-angle faults
strike N45–55°E and dip at various high angles to the southeast.
Commonly drag folds and slickenside surfaces show that last
movement was reverse and, although displacements are relatively small, outcrop relationships are consistent with reverse
faulting. These faults are contemporaneous with at least some
folding because drag folds occur along their traces.
In the East-West Canyon area the northeasterly-striking
faults displace an older approximately east-west striking fault
whose slickensides show right-lateral last movement. This eastwest striking structure and silicification along it control the geomorphology of the East-West Canyon. Poorly exposed
east-west structures may control other east-west drainages to
the south of this canyon.
High-angle structures in the far southern and northern parts
of the mapped study area are more northerly striking and several are normal faults. In the Chaos Canyon area (Section 21,
T40N, R56E) normal faulting forms a small graben partially
filled with postmineralization volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
The high-angle faults are younger and clearly displace the
thrust faults in the Chaos Canyon area.
Fractures.
Quartz veinlets and mosaic fracturing are common adjacent to major faults and at fault intersections and, there are
numerous small unmapped zones of replacement veining. Several stages of veining include an almost transparent silica, a
medium-gray colored series of veinlets and a later stage of
dark-gray to -black veinlets. Massive, very-light-gray and
locally, light-yellow-brown vein quartz crops out in the far
northwestern portion of the mapped area, in the SW1/4 of Section 32, T41N, R56E.
ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION
At the Double Mountain prospect, all Paleozoic sediments
and fault breccias in the map area show evidence of at least
weak hydrothermal alteration. Alteration effects are silica
flooding, replacement by secondary silica, vein and fine-grained
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silica cavity fillings within fractured host rocks and fault breccias, pervasive bleaching and liesegang banding, and hydraulic
(mosaic) fracturing. In addition to quartz, gangue minerals
identified by X-ray diffraction are iron oxides, illite, pyrite,
arsenopyrite, graphite, ankerite, calcite, jarosite, and alunite.
Additional hydrothermal effects include formation of solution
cavities and solution collapse structures including druse-lined
cavities and collapse breccias, remobilization of bedded barite
to form barite druse and subsequent quartz-after-barite in vugs.
Dark-gray bands and pods are common within quartzite.
These are interpreted as forming as a result of carbon remobilization from carbonate-bearing rocks beneath the regional
overthrust and subsequent formation of cryptocrystalline graphitic carbon.
The primary controls on the abundance and intensity of
these alteration features are the distribution of fractures, faults,
and structural intersections. The location and geometry of folds
in the area may also control the intensity and location of
hydrothermal alteration. A broad southwest plunging anticline
in the south-central map area seems to be more altered along its
axis than its margins.
East-West Canyon Area
The highest concentration of alteration features is within
and adjacent to the East-West Canyon area. A minimum of seventeen northeast-striking and southeast-dipping high-angle
structures contain moderately to strongly silicified fault breccia,
moderate to strong silicification of wall rocks, especially along
the southeastern hanging-wall, as well abundant iron oxides and
druse-lined cavities. Chert adjacent to these faults is largely
replaced by secondary silica and locally a fine-grained medium
reddish brown jasper fills cavities within both fault breccia and
solution collapse breccias. Jasperoid is found in outcrop in the
SE1/4SE1/4 and the NE1/4NE1/4 of Section 5 and the SE1/4SW1/4
of Section 21, T40, R56E. Fine-grained blebs of pyrite are common in medium- to dark-green and greenish gray zones within
silicified chert.
The alteration effects are strongest at structural intersections especially intersections with older east-west striking highangle structures. One of these intersections, an iron oxide-rich
jasperoidal zone of silica replacement and breccia, 36m in
length by 6 m thick by 15 m wide, is located in the southeast
corner of Section 5, T40N, R56E, and is the site of a small historic prospect.
Jasperoids
Jasperoid bodies have been described in association with
numerous gold deposits in north central Nevada including the
nearby Independence Range. Hofstra and Rowe (1987) reported
on jasperoid paragenesis and occurrence of gold in the Jerritt
Canyon area. They identified two main stages of jasperoid
development:
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“The first stage entailed widespread carbonate replacement
and chert recrystallization of diagenetic and metamorphic origin.
The areally extensive silicification in the Hanson Creek Formation in the northern Independence Range is related to this event.
“The second stage is separated temporally but not spatially
from stage one jasperoid. Stage two silicification is characterized by coarse-grained jasperoid that is typically fracture controlled and is in part related to gold mineralization.”
Jasperoidal bodies in the current mapped study area are generally found in association with brecciated chert in the lower plate
of the thrust faults. The jasper material is usually fine-grained tanto reddish-brown silica, which fills in voids along fractures in the
chert and replaces both chert fragments and siliceous matrix. The
irregular shaped bodies appear to occur at the intersections of the
low-angle thrust faults and high-angle cross cutting reverse faults.
All of the jasperoid bodies identified have trace gold values
as well as high arsenic, mercury, silver, vanadium and zinc with
elevated copper, cobalt, nickel, lead, antimony and molybdenum.
Thrust Faults
Both the hanging walls and footwalls of the three mapped
thrust faults are moderately to strongly hydrothermally altered.
A 70 m thickness of quartzite is strongly to moderately silicified
above the thrust at Elephant Mountain and most of the chert
beneath the thrust is partially replaced by silica and strongly
oxidized.
Strong silicification occurs in rocks above and below two
thrust faults along the mountain immediately northwest of Elephant Mountain (7,818′ elevation, section 31). The adjacent
quartzite outcrops contain moderate to strong silicification,
replacement veining, and discrete quartz veins.
In the west half of Section 31, T41N, R56E, and just northwest of the mapped area of Figure 2, Independence Mining
Company maintained a few claims in an area where strongly
silicified and replacement veining and discrete quartz veins cut
the quartzite. The two thrust faults near the southern base of the
mountain in Section 31 apparently repeat the stratigraphic section and appear to be associated with the alteration patterns. At
least two exploration drill holes are present in the altered area.
Alteration occurs adjacent to the thrust fault near Green
Springs in the southern map area. The alteration is continuous
but is not as generally intense as at Elephant Mountain. Dark
bands of remobilized carbon which parallel silicification, are
more abundant in the Green Springs area thrust than in the Elephant Mountain area. Under 20-power hand lens, hand specimens of the silicified quartzite also show evidence of vugs
containing hydrocarbons, which may also represent remobilized carbon from deeper stratigraphic units.
Chaos Canyon Area
A N10–20°E band of hydrothermal alteration crosses and
parallels a small fault-bound graben in the southern map area.
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The alteration is most intense within a 150 by 600 m area central to the north-south oriented graben, but alteration is continuous both to the northeast and southwest where it is truncated
by postmineralization sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The
low-angle thrust fault in the Green Spring area is cut by the
high angle structures which form the graben near the strongest
area of alteration. This intersection probably helped to localize
the hydrothermal fluids in this area. Post-mineralization sediments and volcanic rocks overlie the alteration and structures at
the south end of Chaos Canyon.
GEOCHEMISTRY
Over 1500 surface samples grid samples (30 × 30 and 60 ×
60 m grids) were analyzed for gold (fire assay and AA finish in
ppb) and standard 32 Element ICP-AES analysis by Chemex
Labs, Inc. Most samples were from broad areas of alteration.
Contoured overlays of these grid data defined areas anomalous
in ppb gold and mercury, and ppm silver, arsenic, antimony,
zinc, cobalt, nickel, iron, and molybdenum. Gold and arsenic
anomalies are generally the most coincident (Fig. 3).
The geochemical anomalies are coincident with the trend
of the major structural zones crossing the Double Mountain
study area and with the zones of moderate to intense hydrothermal alteration. The three most geochemically anomalous areas
are Elephant Mountain, East-West Canyon, and Chaos Canyon.
Elephant Mountain—South Slope (Section 5, T40N, R56E)
The northernmost multi-element geochemical anomaly,
located in the NE1/4NE1/4 of Section 5, occurs above and
below the thrust fault on the south slope of Elephant Mountain.
Anomalous gold occurs in altered and silicified quartzite above
the thrust, along chert breccia at the thrust boundary and in
altered interbedded siltstones. One sample of altered greenstone
was anomalous in gold. Inspection of the anomalous area disclosed the presence of a discontinuous jasperoid body or bodies
along the thrust contact. It appears that the jasperoid bodies may
be related to intersections of the thrust plate with northeasttrending, high-angle faults. Textures do not indicate remobilization of the chert.

cury occur in brecciated chert and adjacent hydrothermally
altered interbedded chert, siltstone and local sandstone immediately adjacent to the northeast-trending reverse faults. High
values also occur at fault intersections, particularly in jasperoids. The patterns and intensity of the alteration halos around
these structures indicate they were conduits for migration of
metal-bearing fluids from a deep source.
The intensity of the anomalous values, coupled with structural conditions, possible presence of more favorable host
rocks at depth and hydrothermal alteration patterns were sufficient to recommend further investigation. East-West Canyon
was selected as the primary focus area for the initial drilling
program.
Chaos Canyon Area (Section 21, T40N, R56E)
Chaos Canyon, a north-south trending structural feature is
located in the south-central portion of Section 21. The central
feature of the canyon is the north-south graben, which is partially filled with post alteration volcanic and sedimentary
rocks. Hydrothermally altered quartzites and quartzite breccia
are anomalous in gold, arsenic and mercury, silver and base
metals within the north-south structural zone centered on the
graben structure.
The more highly anomalous areas appear to be related to
the thrust fault exposed at the south end of the structural zone
where it is intersected by the north-south faults. This area is
structurally thinnest and contains the stratigraphically lowest
Vinini Formation rocks exposed in the map area. The Chaos
Canyon area was considered to be sufficiently encouraging to
warrant further investigation.
Other Anomalies
There are a number of other anomalous zones within the
Double Mountain study area, which may indicate the effects of
possible mineralization but without significant hydrothermal
alteration at this level of exposure. These areas are the
NW1/4SW1/4, Section 32, SW1/4SW1/4, Section, 9, SE1/4SE1/4,
Section 8, and West-Center, Section 9.
Comparisons with Jerritt Canyon area

East-West Canyon Area (Sections 4, 5, 8 and 9, T40N, R56E)
The largest and correspondingly, strongest, geochemical
anomaly occurs along and adjacent to East-West Canyon,
which trends east-west along the section boundary between
Sections 4 and 9, turning northwest in the southern part of Section 5.
The anomaly is roughly contained within an envelope of
moderate to strong hydrothermal alteration and is concentrated
within and along a northeasterly trending complex of faults
whose latest measurable movement indicates a reverse nature.
The highest recorded values for gold, silver, arsenic and mer-

The Jerritt Canyon area 16 km to the west contains economic gold deposit nearest to the study area. Examination of
the available geochemical data from the Jerritt Canyon district
(Tables 1 and 2) reveals a strong similarity in elemental distribution compared to areas of alteration in the Double Mountain
study area.
Table 3 compares Double Mountain samples that are
anomalous in gold, with all samples from Double Mountain and
Jerritt Canyon. Double Mountain samples anomalous in gold
have pathfinder values substantially higher than the values of
samples not anomalous in gold. Mercury, silver, copper and
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Figure 3. Distribution of gold and arsenic anomalies, Double Mountain prospect.
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TABLE 1. GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JERRITT CANYON
COMPARED WITH DOUBLE MOUNTAIN (OVERALL)
Double Mountain
Jerritt Canyon
Element
Low
High
Average
Low
High
Average
Gold (ppb)
0
85
2
0
685,000
150
Silver (ppm)
0
3.80
0.20
0.05
1.50
0.40
Arsenic (ppm)
0
3,330
169
0
1,000
400
Antimony (ppm)
0
38
2
0
5,000
6
Mercury (ppb)
0
14,300
581
tr
50,000
60
Lead (ppm)
0
110
5
0
14
1
Copper (ppm)
0
2,010
25
0
100
35
Zinc (ppm)
0
1,630
45
0
250
100

Element
Gold (ppb)
Silver (ppm)
Arsenic (ppm)
Antimony (ppm)
Mercury (ppb)
Lead (ppm)
Copper (ppm)
Zinc (ppm)

TABLE 2. EAST-WEST CANYON VS. JERRITT CANYON
Low
High
Average
Low
High
0
85
2.6
0
685,000
0
3.80
0.30
0.05
1.50
0
3,330
208
0
1,000
0
38
2
0
5,000
0
14,300
571
tr
50,000
0
110
6
0
14
0
2,010
30.7
0
100
0
1,630
62.0
0
250

Average
150
0.40
400
6
60
1
35
100

TABLE 3. DOUBLE MOUNTAIN PROSPECT SAMPLES ANOMALOUS IN GOLD
VS. AVERAGE DOUBLE MOUNTAIN PROSPECT SAMPLES
VS. JERRITT CANYON SAMPLES
Average of DM
Average All Rock
Average of
Samples Anomalous
Chip Samples
Jerritt
Element
in Gold
Double Mountain
Canyon
Gold (ppb)
12.8
2.3
150
Silver (ppm)
0.67
0.20
0.40
Arsenic (ppm)
244.2
169.3
400
Antimony (ppm)
3.4
1.7
6.0
Mercury (ppb)
983.7
581.4
60
Lead (ppm)
7.9
5.0
1.0
Copper (ppm)
50.5
25.4
35
Zinc (ppm)
63.2
45.4
100

lead mean values are higher than at Jerritt Canyon, whereas
gold is substantially lower. A more detailed discussion of the
alteration and mineralization at Jerritt Canyon can be found in
Daly et al. (1991)
The most notable distinction between the Jerritt Canyon
and Double Mountain areas is the host rock. Gold deposits in
the Independence Range occur in Paleozoic sedimentary and
volcanic rocks in both the upper and lower plates of the Roberts
Mountain Thrust. These deposits are most commonly localized
in permeable miogeoclinal carbonates (Hansen Creek Formation and Roberts Mountains Formations). In contrast, the Double
Mountain area shows extensive alteration and gold anomalies
in upper-plate rocks of the RMA.
DRILLING PROGRAM
Based on the geology and geochemical results GRN
designed a 10-hole reverse-circulation program (Table 4, Fig. 4)

to investigate the potential source for the anomalous geochemistry. The program consisted of four angle holes in the EastWest Canyon to test for possible mineralization along structures
in RMA rocks. Three vertical holes in East-West Canyon were
designed to determine stratigraphic relationships with the intent
to intersect lower plate rocks below the RMA, if the lower plate
was within reasonable depths to permit economic extraction in
the event that mineralization was found which may host economic gold mineralization as at the Jerritt Canyon deposit.
Two vertical holes were drilled at the eastern edge of EastWest Canyon to examine possible range-front faulting. One vertical hole was drilled in the Chaos Canyon area of Section 21 to
test depth to Lower Plate rocks within another area of favorable
surface geochemistry.
Chemex performed a 32-element ICP-AES scan and gold
by fire assay on all samples submitted. A total of 2778 m were
drilled in the Double Mountain claim block as summarized on
Table 4.
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Drillhole Number
DMR-1 (Angle)
DMR-2 (Angle)
DMR-3 (Vertical)
DMR-4 (Vertical)
DMR-5 (Angle)
DMR-6 (Vertical)
DMR-7 (Vertical)
DMR-8 (Angle)
DMR-9 (Vertical)
DMR-10 (Vertical)

TABLE 4. DRILL HOLE SUMMARY
Azimuth and angle
Elevation (feet)
320°(60°)
320°(60°)
90°
90°
320°(60°)
90°
90°
320°(60°)
90°
90°

6,405 (1952 m)
6,320 (1926 m)
6,320 (1926 m)
6,320 (1926 m)
6,360 (1939 m)
6,360 (1939 m)
6,358 (1938 m)
6,350 (1935 m)
6,350 (1935 m)
6,120 (1865 m)
Total
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Total Depth
meters
183
305
640
181
183
165
305
122
87
608
2778

Figure 4. Drill hole locations in the East-West Canyon area, Double Mountain prospect (East-West Canyon in and adjacent to section 4 of Figures 2 and 3).

Drilling Program Results
The drilling program confirmed the stratigraphic relationship between the chert sequence, quartzite and siltstone/argillite
sequence. The Upper Plate rocks are variably altered and silicified throughout the areas drilled. Tables 5 through 9 summarize
alteration and silicification, gold, and anomalous pathfinder
geochemistry.

Drill hole DMR-3 was drilled vertically at the bottom of
East-West Canyon as a stratigraphic test to determine the thickness of the Vinini Formation below the Slaven Chert and Elder
Sandstone. The drill hole penetrated (from top to bottom)
approximately 90 m of Slaven Chert underlain by 106 m of
quartzite. Below the quartzite is 90 m of interbedded quartzite
and siltstone;158 m of siltstone, 9 m of siltstone and interbedded quartzite; 143 m of quartzite, 20 m of argillite and quartz-
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Hole #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Length based Avg.

TABLE 5. ALTERATION & SILICIFICATION
Alteration
Silicification
Low
Moderate
High
Low
Moderate
70%
17%
13%
64%
19%
41%
29%
29%
37%
34%
15%
57%
28%
15%
60%
66%
34%
0%
63%
37%
85%
10%
4%
85%
10%
53%
23%
24%
53%
23%
100%
0%
0%
100%
0%
84%
16%
0%
91%
9%
100%
0%
0%
75%
0%
1%
29%
70%
1%
36%
37%
32%
31%
36%
34%

High
13%
29%
25%
0%
4%
24%
0%
0%
0%
64%
29%

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF GOLD GEOCHEMISTRY IN ROTARY DRILL HOLES.
Total
Au meters
%
Ag meters
%
Hole #
meters
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
1
183
67
36.6%
52
28.3%
2
305
183
60.0%
130
42.5%
3
640
457
71.4%
213
33.3%
4
181
88
48.6%
67
37.0%
5
183
104
56.8%
91
50.0%
6
165
85
51.5%
70
42.5%
7
305
64
21.0%
15
5.0%
8
122
12
9.8%
3
2.5%
9
87
21
24.1%
3
3.5%
Subtotal
2171
1080
49.7%
648
29.8%
10
608
232
38.2%
262
43.1%
Total
2779
1312
47.2%
910
32.7%

Hole #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Subtotal
10
Total

TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF COPPER AND ZINC
GEOCHEMISTRY IN ROTARY DRILL HOLES.
Total
Cu meters
%
Zn meters
meters
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
183
64
35.0%
98
305
194
63.6%
250
640
454
70.9%
536
181
94
51.9%
94
183
128
69.9%
149
165
91
55.2%
119
305
70
23.0%
67
122
30
24.6%
64
87
34
39.1%
59
2171
1161
53.5%
1437
608
329
54.1%
448
2779
1490
53.6%
1885

ite; 14 m of quartzite and 210 m of interbedded argillite and
quartzite. Based on lithology alone, the units below 198 m may
be part of the upper and middle Vinini Formation.
Vertical drill hole DMR-10 tested the deeper RMA stratigraphy of the study area. The drill hole is collared below the lowest local exposed thrust fault and so is in an area of potentially
thinnest local upper-plate Paleozoic stratigraphy. The hole was
located within a small, geochemically anomalous, graben in the
Chaos Canyon area, Section 21, T40N, R56E.

%
Anomalous
53.6%
82.0%
83.8%
51.9%
81.4%
72.1%
22.0%
52.5%
67.8%
66.2%
73.7%
67.8%

Surface exposures in the graben consist of quartzite, siltstone and chert interbeds assigned tentatively to the Vinini
Formation. DMR-10 was collared in quartzite and encountered
a strongly altered sequence of alternating quartzite, siltstone,
shale, mudstone and chert to a depth of 608 m. Clay zones
encountered at 301.8 m and 580.8 m may represent thrusts or
disconformities.
The upper 301.8 m is interpreted as middle to lower Vinini
Formation based on lithology. Underlying the Vinini Formation
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Hole #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Subtotal
10
Total

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF ARSENIC AND MERCURY
GEOCHEMISTRY IN ROTARY DRILL HOLES.
Total
As meters
%
Hg meters
meters
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
183
21
11.5%
76
305
102
33.4%
125
640
91
14.2%
274
181
18
9.9%
9
183
58
31.7%
9
165
67
40.6%
27
305
3
1.0%
3
122
46
37.7%
3
87
24
27.6%
0
2171
431
19.9%
527
608
398
65.5%
171
2779
829
29.8%
698
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%
Anomalous
41.5%
41.0%
42.8%
5.0%
4.9%
16.4%
1.0%
2.5%
0.0%
24.3%
28.1%
25.1%

TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF ANTIMONY AND VANADIUM IN ROTARY DRILL HOLES.
Hole #
Total
Sb meters
%
V meters
%
meters
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
Anomalous
1
183
67
36.6%
24
13.1%
2
305
117
38.4%
137
44.9%
3
640
158
24.7%
375
58.6%
4
181
21
11.6%
88
48.6%
5
183
37
20.2%
24
13.1%
6
165
61
37.0%
46
27.9%
7
305
3
1.0%
55
18.0%
8
122
6
4.9%
52
42.6%
9
87
0
0.0%
37
42.5%
Subtotal
2171
471
21.7%
838
38.6%
10
608
142
23.4%
184
30.3%
Total
2779
593
21.3%
1023
36.8%

rocks is a unit of originally calcareous and carbonaceous but
now mostly silicified siltstone and mudstone that is tentatively
identified as the Roberts Mountain Formation. This siltstone
and mudstone unit is underlain by silicified interbedded very
dark-gray chert and carbonate that are probable the Hanson
Creek Formation at 580.8 m.
SUMMARY
Surface mapping in the Double Mountain area elucidates
the RMA stratigraphy, previously mapped as undifferentiated
western facies. The tripartite stratigraphy of Vinini Formation,
Elder Sandstone, and Slaven Chert characteristically seen in
many areas of the RMA to the south and west are likewise seen
at Double Mountain as is the Cherry Spring chert. The two most
commonly occurring lithologies in the RMA exposures are
quartzite (Vinini Formation) and vitreous gray chert (Slaven
Chert). Minor barite, siltstone, and limestone lenses are locally
associated with the Slaven Chert, although its predominant
lithology is a vitreous gray chert. Quartzite is confidently
assigned to the Vinini Formation, however poorly exposed
areas of associated siltstone are only tentatively assigned to the

Vinini Formation because they did not yield fossils. The Cherry
Spring chert and the Elder Sandstone are recognized locally in
the northern map area and are identified strictly by lithology.
Although these rocks have experienced hydrothermal alteration, some microfossils were recovered from the Slaven Chert
providing a mid Devonian age. Weathered greenstones are recognized within the RMA strata and may represent dikes or submarine flows intercalated with the sedimentary strata.
The postmineralization Tertiary stratigraphic sequence
consists of minor prevolcanic sediments overlain by a distinctive lithic-rich deposit which is overlain by a light-colored
sequence of shale, surge deposits, and airfall tuffs which probably correlate with the Tertiary Humbolt Formation. The Jarbidge Rhyolite, a voluminous Crystal-rich welded rhyolite
ash-flow tuff, assigned to the Jarbidge Rhyolite, caps the Tertiary volcanic sequence and is most abundant in the western part
of the map area. The eastern part of the map area contains postmineralization terrace gravels and other unconsolidated surficial deposits.
The Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are strongly deformed by
Paleozoic and possibly Mesozoic regional tectonism. Structures
include at least three major anticlines and numerous minor
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folds, three gently northwest-dipping low-angle thrust faults,
abundant N45–55°E and generally southeast-dipping highangle reverse and less abundant normal faults, and an older
sequence of nearly east-west striking high-angle faults. Less
abundant northwest-striking faults locally displace the stratigraphy and might be tear faults associated with thrusting. Probably
Tertiary, postmineralization, northerly-oriented, high-angle
fractures and very minor faults showing little displacement are
abundant.
Fault breccias are found discontinuously along all faults,
but are most abundant at structural intersections. The largest
single outcrop is in the south-central map area and is in contact
with a thrust fault. The fault breccia at this location is folded
along the southeastern limb of a southwest plunging anticline.
Hydrothermal alteration, largely resulting in silica flooding
and replacement, was pervasive and the effects are most intense
in the hanging walls of the premineralization thrust and highangle faults. The areas showing strong alteration effects are primarily associated with areas of abundant faults, fractures and
structural intersections. The intersections of northeast and older
east-west faults are the most altered zones.
The strongest areas of alteration, gold mineralization and
structural preparation are the East-West Canyon area, the Chaos
Canyon area, and in the hanging wall of the Elephant Mountain
thrust. A ten-hole reverse circulation drilling program confirmed that the East-West Canyon and Chaos Canyon anomalies
continue at depth. Drill Hole DMR-10 penetrated upper plate
Western Assemblage Paleozoic stratigraphy and at 302 m intercepted probable Eastern Assemblage Roberts Mountain Formation below the overthrust in the Chaos Canyon area.
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